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Background:
Board Certified Family Physician

20 years clinical practice experience

25 years television broadcasting experience
KOMO-TV, KIRO-TV, KING-TV
ABC Network News, The Health Show
Lifetime Medical Television, PJU
Medical News Network

VP / CIO Overlake Hospital Medical Center

Newspaper Columnist, Healthscape

billc@overlakeventurecenter.com
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Our Environment

Silicon Forest
Microsoft

Amazon.com

Homegrocer.com

Drugstore.com

Infoseek

Go2Net



Web PowerWeb Power



ÒThe Internet is causing a dramatic shift
in the balance of power between the
doctor and patient, changing how
medicine is practiced more profoundly
than anything since managed care.Ó

Dr. George Lundberg
Medscape / Medicalogic
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What Has Been

¥ People will always get sick
¥ So they will always need physicians

and hospitals
¥ So they will always come to us



Patients are asking docs about alternative
therapies, clinical research trials, anecdotes
from patients and other doctors--questions
todayÕs physicians are not well-equipped to
answer.

Patients are asking docs about alternative
therapies, clinical research trials, anecdotes
from patients and other doctors--questions
todayÕs physicians are not well-equipped to
answer.



¥¥disease specific health informationdisease specific health information
¥¥directories of providersdirectories of providers
¥¥health plan eligibilityhealth plan eligibility
¥¥report card ratings of plans and providersreport card ratings of plans and providers
¥¥online health advice and counselingonline health advice and counseling
¥¥patient support groups and chat roomspatient support groups and chat rooms
¥¥ordering books, drugs, medical suppliesordering books, drugs, medical supplies
¥¥searching medical literaturesearching medical literature
¥¥participating in clinical studiesparticipating in clinical studies
¥¥developing personal electronic medical recorddeveloping personal electronic medical record
¥¥personal health improvement / fitness programspersonal health improvement / fitness programs

How Healthcare Consumers use the Web



What Will Be

¥ People will still get sick
¥ And they will still need physicians

and hospitals
¥ But they may not come to you



A motivated patient who wants to learn
about just one condition can easily surpass
a doctorÕs knowledge of its latest
developments after just a few days on line.

A motivated patient who wants to learn
about just one condition can easily surpass
a doctorÕs knowledge of its latest
developments after just a few days on line.



What Will Be

¥ People will still get sick
¥ But they may not go to physicians
¥ And, more and more, they will co-

ordinate their own care



What Will Be

Those who control the information
will control the market.



E-health consumers want their information from:
 Cybercitizen Health 1999

Own doctor 62%

National expert 61%

Hospitals 58%

Insurers 45%

Drug companies 42%

Internet companies 33%

Media companies 33%









Physician Internet Use
Healtheon Corporation, 1999

¥ 85% of physicians are using the Net

¥ 63% are using e-mail daily

¥ 33% have used (or are willing to use) e-mail to
correspond with patients

¥64% of consumers would like to correspond with
docs via e-mail



Why Physicians Turn to the Net
CyberAtlas 1999

¥Information on diseases  95%

¥Reading medical journals  86%

¥Visit medical association sites  80%

¥Consult with colleagues  70%

¥Consult with colleagues in other countries  45%

¥Office uses to file billing claims  25%



Benefits of an Internet-Enabled Medical PracticeBenefits of an Internet-Enabled Medical Practice

¥¥24 hour electronic medical record available anywhere24 hour electronic medical record available anywhere

¥¥Continuous clinical dataContinuous clinical data

¥¥Disease and care management protocolsDisease and care management protocols

¥¥Patient monitoringPatient monitoring

¥¥Access to latest medical literatureAccess to latest medical literature

¥¥E-mail communication with patients and colleaguesE-mail communication with patients and colleagues

¥¥Quality assurance and clinical benchmarkingQuality assurance and clinical benchmarking

¥¥Consumer eligibility, claims processing, electronic paymentConsumer eligibility, claims processing, electronic payment

¥¥Informed patients / shared decision makingInformed patients / shared decision making

¥¥E-mail, chat and telemedicine enabled consultationsE-mail, chat and telemedicine enabled consultations
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100 Most Wired Hospitals



E-Health

The Brave New World in Clinical Medicine



What’s Next ?



ÒWhen patients need information,
they need information, not
appointments. When they need
medication, they need
medication, not visits.Ó

Donald Berwick, MD

Institute for Healthcare Improvement



The VirtualThe Virtual

ClinicClinic
Demo



ÒWisdom is the one thing that canÕt be
bought and sold over the Internet.  You
want a wise physician, not a smart one.Ó

C. Everett Koop, MD


